
POLI 437: 
International Relations  

of Latin America



TODAY

Race and identity in Latin America

Identity and distributive conflict





PLOTTING PROBLEMS

Accidentally putting “district” on x-axis



GNARLY DROP IN GDP



Race in Latin America



THE “BEAUTIFUL” GAME



https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8kDIyp6MI5k&feature=emb_title



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQYzVsIWNEU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQYzVsIWNEU


Interview from 2010

Interviewer: Have 
you ever been the 
victim of racism?

Neymar:  
"Never. Neither 

inside nor outside 
the field. Because 

I'm not black, right?”
Neymar da Silva 

(Brazil National Team)



Critics: Neymar 
distances himself 

from Black heritage



Scrutiny over Neymar’s words, self-presentation



“I think all black people suffer [from racism]. I, 
being white, suffer too that such ignorance exists.”

Not the first footballer to do this



What exactly is going on here?  
What is this controversy about? 



What is “race”, exactly?



Race in:

Latin America The US

Mestizaje “Fluidity”

Inter-marriage

“Colorism” Indigenous 
influence

Jim crow/
apartheid “one-drop” 

rule
Black/white

Segregation



In the US, people tend to be 
defined as White or non-White

“biracial” or “mixed-heritage” identities are 
less common



In Latin America there is a much 
bigger variety of intermediate 

categories



1974 BRAZILIAN CENSUS

Hundreds of “intermediate” racial categories



Why “intermediate”?

Organizing logic of race is still 
white/non-white

Categories are between white and 
either black or indigenous



Substantial “race-mixing” during 
colonial period 

Caste system determined 
rights/privileges of each 

“group”

African slaves, Amerindian 
“groups”, Europeans

Obsession with 
categorization

WHY SO MUCH VARIETY?



Pintura de castas, ca. 1780

RACIAL ARITHMETIC



Pintura de castas, ca. 1780



Pintura de castas, ca. 1780





Source: The Black Jacobins

http://www.leahgordon.co.uk/index.php/project/caste/



Why so much more inter-group mixing in 
LA than US?

Marriage “market” constraints from type 
of colonialism

Wildly uneven sex ratio between 
European men and women in LA



“Whiteness” could literally be 
bought via “gracias al sacar” system

Incentive for more complex caste 
system than one seen in US

Why sell whiteness?

Keep criollos happy +  
make money

WHITENESS STILL DOMINATES



Greater intermixing + categorization =  
LA’s famously fluid racial schema

Weaker link between phenotype and race than 
in US

What are some examples from Telles of race 
“fluidity” in LA?



In the US, non-white physical markers enough 
to categorize someone as non-white 

THE “ONE DROP” RULE



COLOR ELASTICITY



What are the implications of 
race fluidity?

Do people just identify in 
different ways, or do they tend 

towards certain groups?



“Latin American racial schemas may converge 
in that they are regulated by a whitening logic” 

What does Telles mean by this? 

“

Even with fluidity whiteness carries advantages

In LA (historically) white self-concept can be 
dominant strategy



THE PSYCHOLOGY OF “STATUS”

Most societies delegate members to 
 “low-status” and “high-status” groups 

Belonging to “low-status” group carries 
psychological, economic, social harm



If you belong to a 
low-status group + 

you can’t exit

Redefine/reject negative 
stereotypes

“Black is beautiful”, 
Black Power, in 60s/70s

If you belong to a 
low-status group + 

you can exit

Adopt/emphasize 
higher-status identity

Patriotic poor, 
“whitening” in LA

What can people who are relegated to “low-
status” groups do to minimize harm?



Racial “fluidity” in LA historically created 
pressures to identify as white

Children of mixed parents more likely 
to ID as white (Telles 2004)

Skin “whitening” beauty trends  
(esp. in Caribbean)

Expressed preferences for whites, even 
among non-whites (Jost 2002)



Where color is highly elastic, other attributes (wealth, 
education, etc.) shape racial ID more strongly

How does social status shape racial ID across 4 
countries studied?

Colombia Brazil DR Panama

“Polarizes”“Mestizoises” “Darkens” No effect

TODAY, A BIT MORE COMPLICATED



If “exiting” low-status identity is possible, and 
there’s benefits to identifying as white…

…Why doesn’t everyone identify as white?



Only people near the “boundaries” of 
categories can easily shift

E.g., people with “ambiguous” 
characteristics

So phenotypical characteristics still 
impose limits on racial fluidity



So is it reasonable for Neymar to claim 
he is “not Black” in the Brazilian 

context?

His ability to “exit” might depend on 
inability of others to do so

Worth asking why “ambiguously” raced 
people often identify as white



LA has a broader variety of racial categories/identities 
(compared to US)

Categories still influenced by a “logic of whiteness”

Degree to which phenotype determines racial 
identification (color elasticity) varies across countries

TAKEAWAYS



Identity and distributive conflict



WHERE I WANT TO END UP



LA has rich variety of identity groups

But states tend not to like variety

Most modern states (Italy, France, etc.) 
once contained many ethnic groups, 

dialects, etc.

Being “Italian” relatively recent concept 
resulting from assimilation



Why assimilate?

How do states assimilate 
different groups?

Protect territory  
(no secession)

Raise large armies

Public school

Language laws





Assimilation throughout 19th and 
early 20th centuries

Inter-marriage, based on belief 
that white genes would dominate

Exclusion of non-Spanish, non-
Portuguese languages

Public school teaching of history



Beginning in the 1930s, shift to 
multicultural identity

Special emphasis on country’s 
indigenous “past”



This is where concept of mestizaje 
comes in

In caste system:  
Mestizo = white + indigenous

A uniquely Latin American identity

Used to promote idea that LA 
nations were racially tolerant, esp. 

compared to US



Predicts new “Cosmic Race” 
that is blend of all races

Celebrate mixture of 
indigenous, African, 

European

But also tinged with eugenics 
and erases individual groups



Why is assimilation 
controversial?

Groups want to preserve 
identity, and assimilation 

erases that identity

Mestizaje comes to be seen 
in this light

Assimilated identity often 
reflects dominant group



Beginning in 60s and 70s, a “return” to excluded 
identities, especially among urban/educated

Renewed interest in non-Spanish/
Portuguese languages

Rejection of pardo (mixed ethnic ancestry) 
and preto (black) for “negro” in Brazil 





In 1930, “Mexican” was a race on US census

Mexican-American activists push 
for “white” categorization

Even today, Latinos near US border 
more likely to ID as white

THE CHICANO MOVEMENT



Contrast with Chicano movement of 1960s

Emphasis on non-whiteness, pride in indigenous 
roots, rejection of all-encompassing “Hispanic”



Similar mobilization in LA —> demands for 
recognition of minority groups and redressing of 

exclusion/oppression

Afro-Brazilians

Indigenous groups

Afro-Colombians



How did these groups seek more 
recognition?

Laws banning discrimination

Quotas to redress grievances

Constitutional provisions

Greater autonomy 



Logic of quotas

Structural barriers or outright bias keep 
minority groups out of key institutions

Mandate that some proportion of seats in 
institutions occupied by minority members

Exclusion is self-sustaining: few 
representatives in institution —> difficult entry





Common form is provision of cong. 
seats to indigenous groups

2 seats in Colombian senate must be 
selected by indigenous communities

RACE-BASED QUOTAS



How do school quotas work in Brazil? 

What’s the central dilemma in its 
implementation?

What are +/- of using ancestry vs. 
appearance in quota admissions?



Quotas also raise lots of questions

Where group membership is fluid, how 
to identify members?

How to account for intersectional/
cross-cutting group membership?

Given multiple groups, how should 
quotas be apportioned?



Logic of autonomy

States are bad at governing minority 
groups/groups know what’s best for 

own community

Autonomy is status quo, i.e., have 
always been relatively autonomous



COMMUNAL LAND 
OWNERSHIP

Land titles held by group, not 
individuals

Makes sale of land more 
difficult, group remains intact

Meant to protect land, but 
also has problems



SELF-GOVERNANCE

Control over certain aspects 
of public education

Autonomy to make own 
regulations, ordinances, laws

Especially wrt to punishment 
of crimes



Autonomy raises some thorny issues

Could autonomy “freeze” groups in time, 
creating barriers for them to change/adapt?

What happens when group laws/practices clash 
with national law?

How do you protect minority groups within 
minority groups?



Class activity



Homework


